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Automotive Radar Using IEEE 802.11p Signals
Khurram Usman Mazher, M.S.E.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2019
Supervisor: Robert W. Heath Jr.
Autonomous vehicles have led to a surge in research on automotive
radar both in academia and industry during the last few years. In this report,
we develop a framework for using the dedicated short range communication
(DSRC) waveform for the purposes of automotive radar. Our approach op-
erates on the frequency domain channel estimates generated by the OFDM
physical layer used in DSRC. We consider a two path channel model, with the
first cluster corresponding to direct signal interference and the second clus-
ter corresponding to the signal reflected from the target. The target ranging,
direction of arrival and velocity information is encoded in the parameters of
the reflected path. We estimate the parameters of the direct and reflected
path using a variant of least squares matching pursuit algorithm by exploiting
their relative power difference. The performance of the algorithm is eval-
uated through numerical simulations assuming low power omnidirectional 5
dBi antennas, Swerling type 0 and type 3 target models, 10 MHz transmission
bandwidth and different analog-to-digital quantization resolutions. Simula-
tions results show sub-meter accuracy in location estimation for a significant
vi
range of target distances. The results are also compared with the Cramer-Rao
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The National Transportation Safety Board has recommended frontal
collision detection systems to be installed as standard equipment on all new
vehicles [1]. Radar is one of the primary sensors required for this operation.
Vehicular radars are usually implemented in the millimeter wave (mmWave)
band, use large bandwidth, specialized circuitry, and antenna arrays[2]. DSRC
standard is the primary candidate for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication.
An alternative means of collision avoidance is to make use of the DSRC stan-
dard for V2V communication. In this system, vehicles broadcast their position
and other information, which can be used for forward collision warning and
other applications. Unfortunately, DSRC is only useful in this way when the
other vehicle also supports DSRC. As a result, it does not replace the need for
radar to sense unconnected vehicles.
MmWave radars require antenna arrays and special circuitry for ade-
quate operation, thus leading to increased costs. The mmWave circuitry and
antennas are packaged as a single entity to avoid cable losses at high frequency.
This makes the radar unit more susceptible to damage upon collisions [2], as
they are usually installed in the bumpers. This report presents a joint radar-
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communication system based on DSRC that will be a cheaper alternative to
traditional vehicular radars, use a much smaller BW, help take advantage of
the V2V systems being adopted by automobile manufacturers at a fast pace
and provide additional benefits in terms of packaging, installation and security.
In this report, we propose a joint radar-communication system based
on the DSRC hardware and signal waveform. DSRC is based on the IEEE
802.11p standard. The IEEE 802.11p physical layer (PHY) uses the orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform and will commonly
employ a 10 MHz bandwidth [3]. The proposed range, direction of arrival
(DoA) and velocity estimation algorithms operate on the frequency domain
channel estimates provided by the IEEE 802.11p based DSRC receiver. They
explicitly take into account the presence of the strong direct path interference
resulting from the omnidirectional antennas (intended for communication), use
the direct path as a timing reference, and thus do not require access to the
DSRC system clock. We assume a setup with one TX antenna and two RX
antennas placed on the vehicle roof. Our algorithm uses the order recursive
least squares matching pursuit (LS-MP) algorithm described in [4] to find good
estimates of the parameters of the direct and reflected path. The algorithm
first estimates the parameters of the direct path by exploiting the strong dif-
ference in power between the two paths. Subsequently the parameters of the
reflected path which encode the target range, DoA and velocity information
are estimated by jointly minimizing the error over the direct and reflected path
parameters. Simulation results show that the LS-MP based algorithm gives
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target location estimates with sub-meter accuracy for targets up to distance of
45m and achieves the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for medium to larger
target distances.
Joint radar-communication systems and OFDM based radars have been
investigated in [5–12]. Range estimation based on the inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT) of the frequency domain channel estimate was proposed in
[5, 6]. A similar method based on the IDFT of one particular sub-carrier across
multiple OFDM symbols was investigated in [7] for velocity estimation of the
target. Time of arrival (ToA) estimation based on the phase of autocorrelation
of training sequence has been proposed in [8]. Similarly [9] proposed a method
for ToA estimation based on the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) al-
gorithm. Range and velocity estimation using the cross-correlation function
and a clutter cancellation algorithm were investigated in [10]. These papers
assume access to the timing clock to provide them with accurate information
about the start of transmission and reception. Unlike a traditional radar,
DSRC hardware does not necessarily expose access to the system timing clock
in the baseband signal processing. Without a timing reference, the reception
of signals at a time instant other than the exact discrete sampling bins and
any timing synchronization errors in the IEEE 802.11p receiver can change the
phase information which encodes the distance to the target. Another common
aspect of all these papers is that they fail to point out that the reflections from
the target will be masked by a very strong direct path because of the omni-
directional gain pattern (for communication purposes) of the antennas in case
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of co-located transmit (TX) and receive (RX) antennas (maximum separa-
tion of vehicle width). This direct path can not be avoided unless full duplex
cancellation is exploited [13]. The direct path was explicitly modeled and
used to make a simplification in [11, 12]. The multi-dimensional brute force
search used to estimate the channel parameters in [11, 12] is not extendable
to a multiple target scenario, does not provide DoA information, and assumes
high gain directional antennas. The algorithm proposed in this report is ex-
tendible to multiple target scenarios, provides DoA estimates and does not
require/assume high gain directional antennas. The direct path, which acts
as the timing reference for our algorithms, needs to be cancelled out after
synchronization for target detection. Least squares based method for clutter
cancellation [14] and methods based on adaptive filters [15] are not adequate
because the residual of the direct path after cancellation still overpowers the
target signal. The strong direct path also rules out methods used in traditional
array processing for DoA estimation such as [16], [17] where a far field signal
model is assumed under which the signals impinging on the antenna elements
differ only in phase.
Note: A part of this work was published in IEEE WCNC 2018 [18].
Notation: Vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters v, matrices
are denoted by boldface capital letters V and scalar values by v, V . ∠v denotes
the phase of v. v∗ and v∗ denote the conjugate transpose and conjugate of
vectors and scalars. ||v||22 denotes the l2 norm of v. |v| denotes the number
of elements in vector v.
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Chapter 2
System and Channel Model
In this chapter, the system model and the radar channel model are
described in detail.
2.1 System Model
Fig. 2.1 shows the V2V system considered in this report. The top half
of Fig. 2.1 illustrates the case when DSRC is being used as a communication
modality. When operating in communication mode, the transmission and
reception take place on separate vehicles. The bottom half of Fig. 2.1 depicts
the case when the DSRC system is being operated in Radar mode. This setup
is similar to that of a mono-static radar and is used for single target detection
in this report.
The omnidirectional nature of the antennas results in a two path chan-
nel model as shown in Fig. 2.1. This is a common channel model in mono-static
OFDM radars [5, 10–12] and can be extended to multiple targets by incorpo-
rating their reflected paths [6, 7]. The TX and RX antennas are separated by
the vehicle width = 1.5m. The two RX antennas are separated by a distance
d = λ
2
















Figure 2.1: Single target channel model. The top half illustrates the use of
DSRC as a communication tool. The bottom half depicts DSRC operation in
radar mode.
The delay from the TX antenna to the first and second RX antenna is denoted
by τd1 and τd2 . The round trip time from the TX antenna to the RX antennas
given by τ is related to the distance R from the target vehicle by 2R
c
where c is
the speed of light. The combined affect of antenna gains and path loss along
the direct path from the TX antenna to the two RX antennas is represented
by αd1 and αd1 . Similarly, α is the end to end gain along the reflected path
and additionally includes the effect of reflection cross-section (RCS) area of
the target vehicle. We consider two types of target models in this work: the
Swerling type 0 and the Swerling type 3 [19]. Swerling type 0 targets are
fixed amplitude targets characterized by their RCS area ζ whereas Swerling
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type 3 targets are modeled by a fixed amplitude part corresponding to the line
of sight (LOS) path and a Rayleigh part corresponding to a rich scattering
environment which changes independently from scan to scan. The phase of
the Rayleigh part of the target is independently distributed on (−π, π]. The
amount of power in the Rayleigh part given by γ, is modeled as a percentage
of the power in the LOS path ζ.
2.2 Channel Model
Under the narrowband assumption, the reflected signal at the second
RX antenna contains an additional phase difference φ = 2πdcosθ
λ
compared to
the first RX antenna, where θ is the angle measured from the line parallel to
the line joining the antennas. With all the parameters defined, the continuous
time channel from the TX antenna to the first and second RX antenna can be
written as
h1(t) = αd1δ(t− τd1) + αδ(t− τ),
h2(t) = αd2δ(t− τd2) + αejφδ(t− τ).
(2.1)
The direct path gain of both RX antennas is modeled by separate param-
eters, αd1 and αd1 , which emphasizes the fact that the self interference can
not be simply modeled as another source impinging on the RX antennas with
the same power. The direct signal interference is so strong compared to the
reflected path (40dB − 80dB using the parameters in Chapter 5) that any
residues resulting from modeling it using a common parameter αd at both
RX antennas will have large magnitudes and adversely affect the parameter
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estimation. This will also hold true when estimating the direct path parame-
ters for cancellation. Further the direct path impinges in the endfire direction
making it more difficult to cancel.
The radar estimation problem can be formulated as a sinusoid param-
eter estimation problem in terms of the frequency domain spectrum of the
channel impulse response in (2.1). The baseband discrete-time frequency do-
main channel estimates of the channel impulse response in (2.1) after being
filtered to the bandwidth occupied by the transmitted signal and sampled at
the Nyquist rate fs are given by
H1(e
j2πf ) = αd1e
−j2πfcτd1e−j2πfτd1fs + αe−j2πfcτe−j2πfτfs ,
H2(e
j2πf ) = αd2e
−j2πfcτd2e−j2πfτd2fs + αe−j(2πfcτ−φ)e−j2πfτfs .
(2.2)
The frequency domain channel estimates calculated by the IEEE 802.11p re-
ceiver are equally spaced samples of the spectrum in (2.2) estimated using the
long training preamble sequence. Let N denote the number of sub-carriers of
the transmitted waveform. The equally spaced samples of frequency spectrum




, n ∈ {−N
2
, . . . 0, . . . N
2
− 1} and B
is the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform. In the case of IEEE 802.11p
N = 64. Of these 64 only Nc = 52 sub-carriers are used for transmission, with
the remaining 12 acting as guard bands and DC null. Of these 52 sub-carriers
Np = 4 sub-carriers are used as pilots to estimate any residual phase offsets
from one OFDM symbol to the next. The data carrying sub-carriers are in-
dexed by k ∈ {±1, · · · ± Nc
2
}. The discrete samples of the frequency domain
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, there will be an additional delay ∆τi,
i ∈ {1, 2} introduced by the timing synchronization algorithm of the IEEE
802.11p receiver, the affect of which has not been explicitly shown in (2.3).
This additional delay ∆τi will be added to every delay in (2.3) thus changing
the value of τ which is crucial for radar application. This timing offset does
not affect the true purpose of DSRC, i.e., communication and is taken care
of during channel equalization. This reiterates the point that the proposed
algorithm makes use of the direct path as a timing reference and does not re-
quire access to the system clock. The frequency domain channel estimates are
corrupted by samples of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of variance
σ2.
2.2.1 Doppler model
If a target is moving with a relative velocity vrel with respect to the





Under the assumption that the signal bandwidth B is much smaller than the
carrier frequency fc (which is true for DSRC), the Doppler frequency shift
fD across the bandwidth can be approximated as constant. The Doppler fre-
quency manifests itself as a continuous phase shift of ej2πfDt in the received
9
signal [7]. Due to small Doppler frequencies typically experienced in auto-
motive settings, we use a first-order approximation with the Doppler phase
assumed constant over the duration of one OFDM symbol [7]. The Doppler
frequency results in a phase change of 2πfDTOFDM from one OFDM symbol to
the next, where TOFDM is the duration of one OFDM symbol. The modified
discrete frequency domain channel estimates of the pth OFDM symbol in a































Figure 2.2: Multi-target channel model. This figure illustrate a multi-target
radar scenario.
Fig. 2.2 shows a scenario with multiple targets. In case of multiple
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targets, the radar will receive reflections from each target resulting in a sum-
mation over the second complex exponential in (2.3). Each reflected path
will be parametrized with it’s own set of parameters [α`, τ`, φ`] dependent on
the target distance, RCS and DoA. The resulting discrete frequency domain


























where L denotes the total number of targets and φ` is related to the DoA θ`




2.4 DSRC signal model
GI𝑠$𝑠% 𝑠& 𝑠' 𝑠( 𝑠) 𝑠* 𝑠+ 𝑠, 𝑠$- 𝑙$ 𝑙% SIG GI Data
CEFSTF
Used for range and 
DoA estimation
Used for velocity 
estimation
Figure 2.3: DSRC frame structure. The CEF is used for range and DoA
estimation. Velocity is estimated using all the data symbols in the frame.
Fig. 2.3 illustrates an example of the IEEE 802.11p PHY frame struc-
ture used in DSRC. Each frame consists of a short training field (STF) consist-
ing of ten short preambles, channel estimation field (CEF) consisting of two
11
long preambles, a signal field (SIG) followed by data symbols. In this work, a
radar CPI corresponds to one DSRC frame in which during which the target
parameters are assumed to remain fixed. We use the CEF for estimating the
target range and DoA. The velocity estimation exploits all the data symbols
in one DSRC frame.
12
Chapter 3
Range, DoA and velocity estimation algorithm
The formulation in Chapter 2 captures the parameters of interest, τ
and φ as the frequency and phase of the two complex exponentials in (2.3). fD
is captured by the changing phase across multiple OFDM symbols as apparent
in (2.5). In this chapter we first describe the LS-MP algorithm followed by
the two step iterative LS-MP based range, DoA and velocity algorithms which
operate on the sampled frequency domain channel estimates in (2.3) and (2.5).
The algorithms are described from the perspective of one RX antenna, since
multiple antennas are only required for DoA estimation.
3.1 LS-MP algorithm
LS-MP is a variant of the matching pursuit algorithm that iteratively
tries to find a sparse representation of a signal vector using the least squares
(LS) criterion at each iteration from a pre-defined over-complete dictionary.
The LS-MP algorithm was originally proposed in [4] in the context of estimat-
ing rapidly varying sparse channels. In each successive iteration, the LS-MP
algorithm selects a vector from the pre-defined dictionary which combined
with the previously selected vectors gives the minimum squared residual error.
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This procedure in general results in a more sparse representation of a signal
[4]. The vector selected at the pth iteration is
cp = argmin
cj∈C,cj /∈CIp−1
‖y − LS(y,CIp−1 , cj)‖2, (3.1)
where C denotes the pre-defined dictionary, CIp−1 denotes the matrix formed
by the vectors selected up to the pth iteration, y is the signal whose sparse rep-
resentation needs to be found and LS(y,CIp−1 , cj) represents the least squares
solution of y in terms of the matrix [CIp−1 , cj]. This process is continued till
a pre-specified stopping criterion is met.
3.2 LS-MP based range, DoA and velocity estimation
The sparse nature of the parameter space for our channel model in time
domain makes LS-MP a suitable algorithm for our problem. The proposed
algorithm operates on the frequency domain channel estimates which are in
fact scaled and delayed complex exponentials corresponding to different delays
as shown in (2.3). We use LS-MP to identify the sparse set of vectors which
span the complex exponentials in (2.3) and their respective parameters which
can then be mapped to range and DoA. The vectors forming the dictionary
in this case are complex exponentials over a range of delays τ̂j ∈ τ̂0, τ̂1 . . . τ̂K .
We exploit the one-to-one mapping of target distance to the signal delay and
define a distance grid D = {d̂0, d̂1 . . . d̂K} in the range [d̂0, d̂K ], map these
distance onto delays using τ̂j =
2d̂j
c
for j ∈ 0, 1 . . . K and then use these for





















The matrix CNc×K consists of K ∈ CNc vectors corresponding to the elements
of grid D. The distance range [d̂0, d̂K ] can be determined from the signal
transmit power and link budget analysis based on the path loss exponent
and antenna gains. Unlike traditional radars, our setup does not have any
integration gain and thus the range should be limited to the point where the
signal starts falling below the noise floor to avoid unnecessary computation.
In addition, the maximum unambiguous range is also limited by the duration
of the cyclic prefix (CP) of the OFDM symbols.
3.2.1 Range estimation
The range estimation algorithm starts off by first estimating the delay
of the direct path since it is much larger in magnitude. We observe that
the direct path delay will not exactly be equal to one of the entries of the
discretized distance grid D. Any residual after the first iteration will still
be much larger than the reflected signal. One solution to this problem is to
increase the resolution of the distance grid D. Doing this however increases the
complexity that can be avoided by fine-tuning over a finer grid D′ around the
estimate d̂max obtained from D. The point of maximum correlation d̂max will
also be perturbed slightly due to the presence of the reflected signal. Under
the parameters described in Chapter 5, the direct and reflected signals differ
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in power anywhere from 40dB − 80dB depending on the range of the target.
This drastic difference in power is the reason that we require very accurate
estimate of the direct path parameters.
The issue of limited resolution of the grid D and presence of the reflected
signal are tackled by jointly optimizing over the finer resolution grid D′ for
the direct path and the coarse grid D for the reflected path using the LS-
MP algorithm for a joint solution d̂max. The delay τ̂d` corresponding to the
chosen vector from the grid D′ is our estimate of direct path delay τdi and
the corresponding correlation coefficient c0` is the estimate of the αdie
−j2πfcτdi
parameter in (2.3) for i, ` = {1, 2}. The delay corresponding to the second
vector chosen from the grid D, τ̂ , is the estimate for τ in (2.3) which can
then be mapped onto the target distance R̂. The corresponding correlation
coefficients, c11 and c12, are the estimates of αe
−j(2πfcτ) and αe−j(2πfcτ−φ) in
(2.3) for the first and second RX antenna.
An important point here is that jointly choosing first basis vector cor-
responding to the direct path and the second basis vector corresponding to
the strongest target reflection minimizes the offset of the estimated direct
path from the ground truth. Even though the strongest target signal is much
(40dB −80dB) weaker than the direct signal, choosing the first basis vector
only on the basis of maximum correlation results in a higher offset in the di-
rect path estimation and consequently larger residues which affect the reflected
path parameter estimation in an adverse manner.
For the multiple targets case, subsequent draws are made from the
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coarse grid D until |d̂max| = L + 1, where L is the total number of targets
if the number of targets is known or until the residual falls below the noise
floor. In this work, we assume that the noise variance is known. In a practical
setting, a noise variance estimator, such as [20],can be used. The estimated
coefficients c`1 and c`2 and delay τ̂` correspond to the complex channel gain
and delay of the `th target for ` ∈ 1 . . . L.
3.2.2 DoA estimation
The DoA estimate does not require any additional computation and
can be obtained from the parameters solved for earlier. The parameters for
the direct paths of the two RX antennas, i.e. αdi , τdi for i = {1, 2}, are esti-
mated independently since we require accurate estimates for these parameters
as explained in Chapter 2. The parameters for the reflected signal, however,
should be evaluated on the same grid D so as to not introduce any artificial
bias in the estimates of α`e
−j(2πfcτ`) and α`e
−j(2πfcτ`−φ`) for ` ∈ 1 . . . L. The
DoA estimate θ̂` for the `
th target is obtained by mapping back the phase








The LS-MP based range and DoA estimation procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1 for a single target scenario. Here LS() denotes the least squares
solution as in (3.1).
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Algorithm 1 LS-MP based range and DoA algorithm
1: procedure LS-MP(C,D,hi)
2: d̂max = argmax
ck∈C
h∗i ck
3: Define D′ around d̂max and C
′ using D′ based on (3.2).





∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣hi − LS(hi, c′k′ , ck)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
5: [τ̂di , τ̂ ]← d̂max
6: R̂← τ̂







The velocity/Doppler estimation algorithm is conceptually similar to
successive interference cancellation in communication systems and uses the
estimates from the range estimation stage. Doppler frequency offset due to
relative motion of the target with respect to the radar exhibits itself as a
varying phase from one OFDM symbol to the next modeled in (2.5).
The direct path is cancelled by the signal reconstructed using the pa-
rameters [c01, c02, τ̂d1 , τ̂d2 ] estimated by the range algorithm. After direct path
cancellation, the radar RX decodes the OFDM data symbols received through
the path reflected from the target. The RX makes use of the Np pilot sub-
carriers embedded in each OFDM symbol to keep track of the changing phase
from each OFDM symbol to the next. Linear least squares regression is used







We note here that velocity estimation requires observation of a larger number
of OFDM symbols for good estimation performance. In radar literature, this
is called the dwell time [21]. Larger dwell times lead to better estimation
performance in terms of mean squared sense and resolution. Another point
worth noting is that, the maximum unambiguous velocity estimation range is
determined by TOFDM, the time duration of one OFDM symbol. Assuming the
same number of total sub-carriers, an OFDM signal with twice the bandwidth
would have twice the maximum unambiguous range.
In case of a multi-target scenario, the signal corresponding to the `th
strongest reflector is cancelled by it’s reconstructed copy obtained using the
parameters [c`1, c`2, τ̂`] estimated by the range algorithm. The decoding process
is continued until the residue signal falls below the noise threshold.
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the complete range, DoA and velocity estimation
algorithm procedure. Stage 1 on the left estimates the range and DoA using
Algorithm 1. Stage 2 depicted on the right uses the estimates from stage 1
and successive signal cancellation to form the velocity estimate.
19
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Velocity
Stage 1 Stage 2
Figure 3.1: Range, DoA and velocity estimation algorithm. Stage 1 uses LS-
MP to form range and DoA estimates. Stage 2 uses the estimates from stage




This Chapter provides a very brief overview of the CRLB. CRLB is a
lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator and serves as a theo-
retical performance benchmark. It is the minimum variance that an unbiased
estimator of the parameter of interest can attain. The CRLB is calculated us-
ing the inverse of the fisher information matrix (FIM). FIM is a measure of the
amount of information that a signal observation conveys about a particular pa-
rameter. Under AWGN corrupted observations of a signal y[n] = x[n; Θ]+w[n]











where σ2 is the variance of the noise w[n] and Θ is the parameter vector of
interest.We refer the interested reader to [21] for a more detailed overview
on CRLB for various radar parameters of interest. The details of the CRLB
computation for the results herein are out of the scope of this report and are
not provided. In the following, we give some interesting CRLB results that
will be useful for comparison in Chapter 5.
21




























CRLB at 10 MHz
CRLB at 20 MHz
Figure 4.1: Range CRLB for an OFDM waveform of bandwidths 10 MHz and
20 MHz.
4.1 Effect of bandwidth on CRLB
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the CRLB for the range parameter for a OFDM
waveform in a single target setting without including direct signal interference
(DSI) into the model. The results show that performance improves by a factor
of two for a two-fold increase in the waveform bandwidth. This is because the
CRLB for range is inversely proportional to the squared of bandwidth. This
more than offsets the increased noise due to the higher bandwidth.
22




























CRLB at 10 MHz
CRLB at 20 MHz
DSI incoirporated in CRLB at 20 MHz
DSI incoirporated in CRLB at 10 MHz
Figure 4.2: Effect of including DSI on range CRLB for an OFDM waveform.
4.2 Effect of direct signal interference on CRLB
Fig. 4.2 is obtained under the same settings as Fig. 4.1 with the
modification of including the string DSI into the channel model. As is clear
from the results, the CRLB deteriorates for targets close to the radar. This is
because the direct signal and the reflected signal are separated by less than the
achievable resolution of the radar given by
c
2B
, where c is the speed of light
and B is the waveform bandwidth. As we will see in Chapter 5, the proposed
23






























First target CRB at 10 MHz, N
RX
 = 2, Targets = 2
Second target CRB at 10 MHz, N
RX
 = 2, Targets = 2
CRB at 10 MHz, N
RX
 = 2, Targets = 1
Figure 4.3: Comparison of range CRLB for a single target scenario and a
two target scenario. Fig. illustrates that as the two targets get close to one
another, they can not be separated.
algorithm’s performance also suffers in this region.
4.3 Effect of multiple targets on CRLB
Fig. 4.3 plots the range CRLB for a two-target scenario. The solid blue
line ( ) is the reference CRLB for a single target. For the two-target setting,
the solid magenta line ( ) plots the CRLB of the target held fixed at 50m.
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The other target is moved from 10m to 100m with it’s CRLB shown by the
solid red line ( ). As the two targets start getting close to each other (closer
than the resolution limit), the CRLB starts to blow up. This makes intuitive
sense in that as the targets get closer and closer, we can not separate them
visually. The CRLB for the moving target returns to the value of the single




This Chapter describes the simulation setup and parameters used to
evaluate the performance of the algorithms, presents results and includes a
brief discussion on the results.
5.1 Simulation setup
Our simulation setup consists of a IEEE 802.11p type PHY imple-
mented in MATLAB. The receiver provides the frequency domain least squares
based channel estimates using the CEF of IEEE 802.11p shown in Fig. 2.3.
The antenna placement follows the setup shown in Fig. 2.1 with the TX an-
tenna separated from the RX antennas by 1.5m. We assume omnidirectional
antennas with a 5dBi gain. The important parameters of the PHY layer are
summarized in Table 5.1.
The frequency offset is assumed be the zero because the local oscilla-
tor is shared by all the RF chains. The timing synchronization algorithm is
modeled as a uniform random variable introduced as a delay in the received
signal. We evaluate the performance of the algorithm over a 2-D grid with
targets distributed uniformly in range and angle. The target range R is varied
26
Bandwidth B 10 , 20 MHz
Sampling frequency fs 10 , 20 MHz
Carrier frequency fc 5.89 GHz
Number of data sub-carriers Nc 52
Transmit power 20 dBm
Antenna gain 5 dBi
Path loss coefficient 2
Target cross-section coefficient ζ 1
Power in Rayleigh path as percentage
of LOS path power γ
0 , 2 , 10 %
ADC quantization level ∞ , 14 , 12 bits
Table 5.1: IEEE 802.11p PHY and simulation parameters
from 5m to 60m and the angles θ is varied from 20◦ to 160◦. One important
thing to point here is that the maximum detection range of the IEEE 802.11p
radar is limited by the cyclic prefix length of the OFDM symbols. Any delay
in excess of that will result in inter-symbol interference. Our simulations are
limited to an even smaller range of 60m because the signal starts falling below
the noise floor after this range.
5.2 Results - LS-MP
5.2.1 Sterling type 0 targets
Fig. 5.1 shows the root mean square error (RMSE) of the target range
estimate for different values of B and the corresponding CRLB as a function
of the true target range R [21]. Fig. 5.1 also plots the RMSE in range estimate
assuming perfect cancellation of the direct path. The CRLB plotted in Fig.
5.1 assumes perfect cancellation of the direct path [21] and is the same as
27






















CRLB at 10 MHz
LS-MP based algorithm at 10 MHz
CRLB at 20 MHz
LS-MP based algorithm at 20 MHz
LS-MP assuming perfect DSI cancellation at 10 MHz
LS-MP assuming perfect DSI cancellation at 20 MHz
Figure 5.1: RMSE of the range estimate using the LS-MP algorithm and the
CRLB for B = 10MHz and B = 20MHz.
shown in Fig. 4.1. It can be observed that the algorithm performs better for
a larger system bandwidth. The reason for improved performance at 20 MHz
is the larger separation of the dictionary vectors in the frequency domain for
the same target distances. The initial bump in the RMSE results of Fig. 5.1 is
explained by the fact that the algorithm does not achieve the CRLB for smaller
distances because the frequency separation of the two sinusoids is much smaller
28
RMSE in DoA esimate [degrees]



































Figure 5.2: RMSE of the DoA estimate using LS-MP algorithm at 10 MHz.
The RMSE stays under 2◦ for targets up to 55m away.
than the Rayleigh limit. The two sinusoids being close together in frequency
make the estimation of the parameters of the direct path erroneous, hence
contributing to errors in the estimation of parameters of the reflected path in
the second step of the algorithm. For larger distances, the frequency separation
is large enough to achieve the CRLB. Fig. 5.1 also shows an error floor for
the case of perfect cancellation of the direct path. This can be attributed
to the fact that LS-MP picks the best vector from the pre-defined dictionary
29
RMSE in target location [dB]


































Figure 5.3: RMSE of the target location using the LS-MP algorithm in dB
scale at 10 MHz. 0 dB corresponds to an error of 1m in target location.
and thus has a strong dependance on the resolution of the distance grid D
described in Section 3.2. The distance grid D used to compute these results
had a resolution of 1m. Finally it can be seen that the range error is under
1m for distances up to 60m.
Fig. 5.2 shows the RMSE in the target DoA estimate. The DoA RMSE
is well under 2◦ for a large portion of the grid. As expected for any DoA algo-
rithm, the performance deteriorates for angles near to the end-fire direction.
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Fig. 5.3 combines the error in the DoA estimate with the range estimate error
to represent the error in the position of the estimated targets from their true
location. The error in target location is under 1m for targets up to a range of
45m.


















-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 0 %
14-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 0 %
12-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 0 %
-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 10 %
14-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 10 %
12-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 10 %
-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 2 %
14-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 2 %
12-bit ADC,  = 1,  = 2 %
Figure 5.4: RMSE of the range estimate using the LS-MP algorithm for dif-
ferent values of rayleigh power parameter γ and ADC quantization levels. As
shown, the RMSE gets worse with increasing γ and lower ADC resolution.
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5.2.2 Sterling type 3 targets
Fig. 5.4 compares the performance of Sterling type 3 targets for differ-
ent values of the parameter γ with fixed RCS area Swerling type 1 targets. It
can be seen in each of the three sets of quantization curves that a larger value
of the γ parameter corresponds to a higher RMSE. The different paths of the
Rayleigh part of the received signal, which correspond to a high scattering
environment around the target, can not be distinguished from one another to
use in a constructive manner and interfere with the LOS signal. This is similar
to fading effects in communication channels. The DoA estimate is similarly
adversely affected by increasing γ values.
5.2.3 Quantization effects
Fig. 5.4 also shows the RMSE in target range estimate for different
levels of analog-to-digital (ADC) quantization. As can be seen, the RMSE
performance get progressively worse with lower ADC resolution levels. The
direct signal interference in our setup is 40dB − 80dB stronger than the signal
of interest depending on the target range. This huge power difference con-
sumes a major part of the ADC dynamic range, thus inducing a very coarse
quantization of the signal of interest. According to the 6dB rule of thumb, even
in the case of strongest of the targets the first 7 bits are consumed by the direct
signal interference. Commercial radars commonly use 12−14 bit ADCs. WiFi
and DSRC chips available in the market commonly employ 6−8 bit ADCs and
thus for our joint radar-communication solution to work effectively a higher
32
resolution ADC is required.
5.2.4 Velocity results































Simulation Results - T
Frame
 : 500us
Simulation Results - T
Frame
 : 1500us
Simulation Results - T
Frame
 : 5000us
CRB - Tint : 500us
CRB - Tint : 1ms
CRB - Tint : 5ms
Figure 5.5: MSE of the velocity estimation using the successive signal cancel-
lation algorithm for different values of TFrame. CRLB of the velocity estimate
is also plotted alongside.
Fig. 5.5 shows the performance of the successive signal cancellation
based velocity estimation algorithm for a target located at broadside. The
CRLB of the velocity estimate is also plotted alongside for performance com-
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parison [22]. TFrame is the length of one DSRC frame. A typical DSRC frame is
≈ 500µs. As can be seen, the performance improves with an increasing dwell
time as expected. Due to the interference cancellation nature of the algorithm,
estimation errors from previous stages are propagated to the next stages and




















































































































Figure 5.6: Demo run of the proposed algorithm on a two target scenario.
Fig. 5.6 demonstrates the application of the proposed solution on one
representative two-target setting. The first target is at 15m at an angle of 90◦
and has a relative velocity of 20m/s. The second target is at 40m at an angle
of 40◦ and has a relative velocity of 10m/s. The estimated parameters over 100
34
runs of the above setting are presented using the boxplot of each parameter vs
the true targets range. Results show that, other than a few iterations of the
velocity estimate of second target, the median of each box is very close to it’s
respective ground truth value and the interquartile range is matches the singe
target results shown earlier.
5.2.6 Comparison with FMCW
RMSE results for a frequency modulated continuous-waveform (FMCW)
radar are reported in [23] for a bandwidth of 100 MHz for a 4-element uni-
form linear array (ULA). At a signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of 10dB per antenna
element they report a RMSE of 0.015m in a single target scenario. Our algo-
rithm at 10dB achieves a RMSE of 0.2m with a bandwidth of only 10MHz.
The CRLB of the range estimate is inversely proportional to the square of
bandwidth and the number of antenna elements. Taking into account the
greater bandwidth (10x) and larger number of antennas (2x), our algorithm
achieves comparable performance while being adversely affected by the guard
bands of the OFDM signal waveform and the presence of the strong direct




This report presented a framework for an IEEE 802.11p based radar
that operates on the frequency domain channel estimates generated by the
DSRC PHY. It is a cost-effective joint radar-communication solution and can
easily be integrated with DSRC. The channel model considered incorporates
self-interference because of the mono-static nature of the radar setup and om-
nidirectional gain of antennas designed for communication. The results pre-
sented show a sub-meter RMSE in range estimation for targets up to distances
of 60m. The DoA RMSE also stays under 2◦ for a large portion of the 2-D
grid. A velocity estimation algorithm based on successive signal cancellation
was also proposed. The results achieved the CRLB at medium to larger target
distances, failing to do so at smaller ranges due to the strong direct signal in-
terference and limited resolution because of the small DSRC bandwidth. The
detailed numerical evaluation carried out in this report allows us to conclude
that, the DSRC setup despite being severely constrained in terms of the sig-
nal bandwidth, number of antennas and antenna directivity pattern, can still
achieve sub-meter accuracy in a sparse setting, for example a highway. Future
work in this will explore using multiple DSRC frames to increase the dwell
time for velocity estimation and tracking the phase inside an OFDM symbol.
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